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This is the third article in a series on the economic and financial ramifications of the aging trend in this country’s 
population.  The first of these appeared on November 25 and explained how longevity and low birth rates would 
increasingly create a huge overhang of dependent retirees and a relative shortage of working-age people, a situation 
that would make it fundamentally difficult for the nation to fund pensions and grow at historical rates.  The second in 
this series described domestic ways to mitigate these strains, by increasing the productivity of the existing workforce 
and by enlarging workforce participation by women and elders.  This third in the series examines the potential relief 
from immigration, somewhat constrained, and the more promising role of globalization.  
 
Immigration 
Heightened levels of immigration would seem a powerful answer to the relative labor shortage.  An influx of trained, 
hard-working, tax-paying, pension-contributing people would naturally fill the gap left by the country’s domestic 
demographic trends.  But there are limits to the immigration answer.  The impending labor shortfall, as described in 
the first in this series, is simply too large.  Immigration sufficient to fill the gap, even if remarkably well managed, 
would simply invite too much social discord and political tension.  These, in turn, would create enough economic and 
financial strain of their own to offset the otherwise clear benefits.  The balance between the need and these other 
threats means that, at best, immigration can meet only some of the demographic challenge, and, even then, only if it 
is well managed. 
  
This potential for trouble is obvious in the acrimonious nature of the immigration debate.  Congress has failed 
consistently over time to pass immigration reform or even voice a coherent policy.  Public sentiments are strong, too, 
and cut across the usual political divides.  Pro-immigrant, free-market ideologues, and business groups stand in an 
unusual alliance with civil rights organizations and ethnic advocacy groups, while an equally unlikely collection of 
cultural conservatives, labor unions, and environmentalists stand against immigration.
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 Ambiguous policy responses 

reflect the nation’s clear ambivalence.  The country decides to build a wall along the border with Mexico and then 
proceeds hesitantly.
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 Not too long ago, a remarkable alliance between a conservative Republican, George W. Bush, 

and a liberal Democrat, Edward Kennedy, nonetheless failed to advance immigration reform.  More recently, the 
country has witnessed a president refuse to enforce law and an attorney general sue a state, Arizona, for enforcing 
federal law too zealously.
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In the unfolding demographic context, matters are even more dicey.  Problems go beyond simply how many the 
country should allow to enter.  To answer its demographic needs, the nation also must find ways to integrate these 
immigrants fully into the economy, if not into the broader American society.  At the very least, this will require that the 
nation turn from the current, common political practice of fanning the flames of fear on one side and raising 
grievances on the other, both of which make the debate more divisive and, subsequently, thwart the economic 
integration that is essential to help alleviate the nation’s demographic strains.  More, economic integration will demand 
greater efforts at outreach—literacy programs, job training, assistance in finding employment, etc.  The economic 
integration, and so the immigration remedy, would also work more effectively if this country paid closer attention to its 
economic needs when screening immigrants.  Canada’s approach is instructive.  Though Ottawa has shown a most 
welcoming face to immigrants, its point system clearly selects according to the country’s needs, emphasizing, among 
other things, professional and language skills, general levels of education, and openness to Canadian society and 
culture.
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But even a revolution in political attitudes and great strides integrating immigrants into the country’s economic 
mainstream would still leave clear social limits to how far immigration can answer the demographic challenge.  The 
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numbers required to fill the demographic gap are simply too large and so demand too great a social change, even for 
this country.  Increased and more effective levels of immigration can certainly contribute to the solution, along with 
more purely domestic measures, but a more complete remedy will have to look elsewhere.  Increases in international 
trade, financial flows, and an intensification of globalization hold out that promise.   
 
Globalization 
History certainly testifies to the perennial role of trade as a way for economies to alleviate their weakness and 
capitalize on their strengths.

5
 And trade  can continue to do so in coming years and decades.  Increases in imports 

can sidestep the otherwise severe limits of its pinched demographic situation by giving this economy access to the 
youthful, eager workforces of the emerging economies even as those workers stay at home abroad.  The United 
States can manage this solution by relinquishing to these newly emerging economies those simple products and 
processes that require a lot of labor input.  To have something with which to trade for such products, the United States 
will need increasingly to concentrate its severely limited workforce on more complex, higher-value-added products 
and processes that can capitalize on its relative abundance of technology, equipment, and sophisticated industrial 
infrastructure.   
 
How much of such a shift becomes necessary will depend on how much of the demographic shortfall this economy 
can fill through immigration and domestic remedies.  If these other sources of relief were to fail altogether and trade 
were needed to make the entire adjustment, imports could rise, from 18% of the economy at present to fully 30%.  
Superimposed on the already considerable momentum behind globalization, the pace at which this economy opens 
itself to the world could easily triple over this time.
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 The emerging economies would certainly welcome such a 

response and cooperate with it, as exporting for them is a major engine of growth and employment and, more 
fundamentally, is a source of development and a means to upgrade products and processes.   
  
This trade symbiosis can last a long time, too.  However great the strides made by these emerging economies to date, 
they should continue to prefer simpler, labor-intensive processes.  China, for all the remarkably talented people it 
produces, still faces a relatively limited skillset in its broad workforce.  It may have one of the best literacy rates in the 
emerging world, but still, one person in 10 cannot read his or her own language.  The average Chinese worker has 
barely 5% of the productive equipment at his or her disposal that the American equivalent has.
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   Though China is 

easing its one-child policy, it still spells future demographic problems, and it will take decades to equal current 
demographic pressures in the United States.  During this long interim, China and those other emerging economies will 
continue as a source of ample, if unsophisticated labor, while the American advantage in sophisticated products will 
remain.   
 
A parallel symbiosis will surely follow in finance.  Investment monies from the developed economies will follow the 
labor-intensive processes and products abroad and support more sophisticated technology-intensive processes and 
products at home.  The members of the aging population in the United States will easily support such trends as they 
search for high-returning investments to support their long retirements.  That allure will only grow as they face a 
constrained growth environment at home.  Direct investments will follow a similar path.  Firms will tend increasingly to 
divide their operations and efforts, building, outsourcing, and buying labor-intensive operations in the emerging 
economies, while retaining at home the more sophisticated, technology-and-capital-intensive operations.
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Next Steps 
This reliance on trade and globalization will force significant and sometimes painful adjustments on both the United 
States and the emerging economies.  Some of the changes—in financial flows and in the migration of certain types of 
products and processes—are, in some cases, well advanced.  As this reemphasis accelerates under increasing 
demographic pressure, it will take matters to greater extremes.  To deal with the social tension that is emerging as a 
result, the nation will need increasingly to address the hardships and dislocations caused by such change.  The next 
number in this series will take up these matters, what the transformed economic and financial landscape will look like, 
and how the economy can cope.  
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CRITICAL RELEASES IN THE WEEK AHEAD 
by Milton Ezrati 

 
Of all the releases and announcements scheduled for the week, the most forecasting information will arrive on 
Wednesday, December 18, at 2:00 p.m. ET with the release of: 
       
FOMC Meeting Announcement* 
Much speculation surrounds whether this meeting will begin to taper the amount of quantitative easing the Federal 
Reserve will do going forward.  Such speculation also surrounded the September meeting, which ultimately reported 
no change.  Though policymakers could find justification for a taper in the recent improvements in the labor market, 
chances are they will wait until March.     
*Source: Federal Reserve 

 
OTHER IMPORTANT RELEASES 
=============================================================== 
Monday, December 16, at 9:15 a.m. ET, will see the release of:  
        
       Previous Prospective 
Industrial Production for November*  -0.1%  +0.3% 
The drop reported for October was less fundamental and more an adjustment for unsustainably strong figures in 
August and September.  This November release will test whether this series returns to trend.   
*Source: Federal Reserve. 
 

=============================================================== 
Wednesday, December 18, at 8:30 p.m. ET, will see the release of:  
 
       Previous Prospective 
Housing Starts for November*   +6.2%  -4.5% 
The October surge was unsustainable, inviting a downward adjustment in November that in no way should be 
construed as a break in the gradual recovery the sector is experiencing.   
*Source: Department of Commerce. 
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